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1. 

This invention relates to systems for two-way 
electrical communication where a single trans 
ducer functions both as transmitter and as re 
ceiver. 

In two-way electrical communication systems, 
it has hitherto been the usual practice to employ 
two separate transducers, one transducer being 
usually placed at, or within auditory range of 
the ear of the operator, this transducer serving 
to convert the received electrical signals into 
acoustical energy, which latter will then act upoll 
the physiological hearing organs of the operator. 
The other transducer was usually placed im 
proximity to the operator's mouth, and was em 
ployed to pick up speech as it issued directly from 
the mouth, and to convert the acoustical energy 
into electrical signals. 

In some instances it has been proposed to en 
ploy a single transducer capable of functioning 
alternatively in both senses, i. e. to convert elec 
trica! energy into reproduced Sound and to con 
vert sound energy into electrical wave forms. 
The use of a single transducer has suffered, inter 
alia, from the disadvantãge that such instrument 
if placed sufficiently close to the mouth to act 
as a transmitter, could not, in this position, act 
with equal efficiency as a receiver. One proposed 
solution for this difficulty was to alter the posi 
tion of the transducer from a position adjacent 
the mouth to one adjacent the ear, whenever re 
ception was initiated, and to make a reverse 
movement of the transducer, whenever trans 
mission was initiated. Such alteration of the 
position of the transducer either demanded that 
the operator employ his hand to effect such 
movement, or else that he move his head fron 
one position to another, in order to approximate 
the desired portion of his head to the transducer. 
Either one of these species of movement de 
manded attention on the part of the operator, 
which often prevented him from accomplishing 
other needful duties and very frequently the 
movements of the operator were not strictly or 
properly coordinated, when changing from a 
transmitting to a receiving position, or the re 
ceived signals were often lost in part, because, at 
the moment of reception, the transducer would 
be located either near the mouth of the operator, 
or would be in transit to or from his ear, 
The present invention overcomes the above re 

cited difficulties and yet allows the employment 
of a single transducer. This is accomplished by 
permanently locating such transducer either par 
tially within or closely adjacent the ear. In such 
loeation, the transducer functions somewhat as 
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a telephone receiver of the Well known hearing 
aid type. When acting as a transmitter; the 
transducer, remaining in the same position, picks 
up the auditory vibrations which are present 
Within the ear or in the bone structure adjacent 
the ear, or from both Such sources. 
One object of this invention is to provide a 

two-way, or bi-lateral transducer which may be 
carried or wern by an individual user in an un 
obtrusive manner, and which transducer will 
act without alteration of position when change 
of the function performed is made, from trans 
mission to reception, or vice versa. 
Another object of this invention is to provide 

a bi-lateral transducer which is so constructed 
and located with respect to the person of the 
operator that it functions as an ambient neise 
reducing microphone during periods of trans 
mission, and as a similar sound discriminatory 
receiver during periods of reception. 
A further object of this invention is to pro 

vide a Single transducer Which may be more Cor 
less permanently worn by an operator and which 
may function alternatively for either transmis 
Sion or reception, without requiring the employ 
ment of the operator's hands and without any 
substantial interference with the freedom of 
movement of the operator. 
Yet another purpose of this invention is to 

provide, as a single unit, a complete radio trans 
mitter and receiver, having a single transducer, 
which unit will be highly portable and may be 
worn upon the person of the operator and which 
will incorporate therein all essential elements, 
including an antenna. 

Still another object of this invention is to 
provide a bi-lateral transducer adapted to be 
positioned adjacent the ear of the operator and 
to be connected to the transmitting and receiving 
apparatus proper by a composite conductor, 
which conductor functions both to lead speech 
frequency currents to and from the transducer, 
and at the same time functions as a radiative 
and receptive antenna. 
A yet further object of this invention is to 

provide a transmitting and receiving unit for 
use in an intercommunications system, for ex 
ample on an aircraft, in which a single trans 
ducer is employed at, or adjacent the operator's 
ear, and in which, due to such location, the 
transducer Will function satisfactorily in a milieu 
of relatively high ambient noise level, even 
though such level be sufficiently high to cause 
difficulties when transmission microphones of 
conventional types are employed. 
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Another purpose of this invention is to em 
ploy, in two-way electrical communication sys 
tems, a transducer which is located partly within 
the ear of the operator and which operates as a 
transmitter partly by picking up relatively high 
frequency Sounds transmitted to the operator's 
ear via the Eustachian tube, and partly by pick 
ing up relatively low frequency speech vibrations 
transmitted to the transducer via the bone struc 
ture in or adjacent the operator's ear. 
Another purpose of this invention is to pro 

vide a bi-lateral transducer fitted with a rubber 
cushion or the like so that when it is inserted as 
far as possible within the ear, such cushion will 
effectively Seal off and reject extraneous sound 
Waves, arising from sources external to the 
Operator. 
Other purposes and advantages of this inven 

tion will be seen from the following specification 
and from the drawings hereunto affixed. 

In the drawings: . 
Fig.1 is a block diagram of a portable two-way 

radio telephone unit employing a single trans 
ducer according to this invention. 

Fig. 2 shows one embodiment of a two-way 
radio telephone, utilizing the circuit of Fig. 1, as 
worn upon the person of the operator. 

Fig. 3 is a block diagram of another embodi 
ment of this invention, constituting a single two 
Way station of a wire intercommunication 
System. 

Fig. 4A shows the bi-lateral transducer of this 
invention located partly within the ear and illus 
trating the operation of the transducer as a 
transmitter, and 

Fig. 4B is similar to Fig. 4A, but shows the 
transducer functioning as a receiver. 
The block diagram of Figure 1 illustrates the 

arrangement of units employed in the radio con 
munications System of the invention, including a 
miniature portable receiver , a portable trans 
mitter f2, and an at idio-frequency input correc 
tion filter 4 having high-pass frequency chair 
acteristics, all of which are preferably combined 
in the form of a transceiver 32, having a multi 
contact Switch 6 to shift from the normal or re 
Ce?Ve position, to the transmit position. A trans 
ducer 8 is provided for use as an earnhone during 
reception and as a microphone during transmis 
Sion. The transducer may be either the insert 
earphone type as shown or one of the well-known 
bone conduction type. not illustrated, the insert 
type being placed inside the ear and in the case 
of the bone conduction type, worn behind the 
ear, aS is common practice in connection with 
hearing aids. 
The antenna, 29 is combined with the trans 

ducer conducting lead wires 2 into a single flex 
ible cable provided with suitable insulating ma 
terial, 2', having a low dielectric constant and 
Separating the inner transducer conductors 2 
from the outer metallic braided antenna con 
ductor 20, and also an outside layer, 26 of in 
Sulating material forming a protective coating 
around the antenna conductor 25 (Fig. 4A). 
In the normal or receive position, movable con 

tact 23 of Switch is connects to contact 24, which 
in turn connects the antenna circuit to the radio 
frequency signal input circuit of receiver . 
Movable contact 26 connects the transducer 8 
to contact 2, which in turn connects to the 
audio-frequency output circuit of receiver i. 
The circuit from transducer - 8 to receiver is 
completed by means of a common ground con 
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4. 
nection. Spring 25 holds the switch 6 in the 
normal or receive position. 
When the switch f6 is moved to the transmit 

position, movable contact 23 connects the an 
tenna, 20 to te contact 28, Which in turn con 
nects the antenna, 23 to the radio-frequency out 
put of transmitter 2. When in the transmit po 
Sition, the movable arm 26 of switch G connects 
the transducer 8 to the lower contact 2S, and 
thence through the audio-frequency correction 
filter 4 to the Signal input circuit of transmitter 
2. 
The Single transducer 8 thus normally func 

tions as a receiver earphone during stand-by 
periods, and as a microphone when transmitting, 
Without need for the operator to move the trans 
ducer from ear to mouth, and without requiring 
the use of the operator's hand in holding a micro 
phone to the mouth, as has been connon prac 
tice in the past. When transducer 8, of the in 
Sert" type, is employed in the aioove-described 
manner, it has the added advantage of effecting 
a material reduction in outside noises, this result 
being obtained largely by virtue of the properties 
of the bone structure of the operator's head, 
which structure has pronounced Sound absorbing 
qualities to external noise and causes great at 
tenuation of any sound Wave energy which may 
reach the diaphragm of the transducer from 
Sources external to the wearer of the transducer. 
The audio-frequency filter 4 is inserted in the 

transmitter input circuit in order to attenuate 
the preponderant low frequencies of the human 
voice, as such voice or voice vibrations exist 
Within the structure of the ear or on the Surface 
of the skull. Without the filter, which attenuates 
the lower voice frequencies and permits the high 
frequencies to pass unimpeded from the trans 
ducer microphone, the quality of the voice sig 
nals as impressed on the signal input circuit of 
the transmitter would be such as Would cause 
seriously distorted or unintelligible voice signals 
at receiving points, with little if any of the higher 
frequencies above several hundred cycles being 
evident in the reproduced voice Signal. By the 
use of the correction filter, however, the high 
frequency attenuation caused by the acoustic 
properties of the physical structure of the ear - 
and head may be corrected or compensated, since 
the filter may be designed greatly to reduce or 
Substantially to eliminate all frequencies below 
200 cycles, and to paSS Without material attenua 
tion all frequencies above several hundred 
cycles. As a further aid in this direction, the 
Speech input circuit of the transmitter may be 
designed to effect pre-emphasis of the higher 
audio frequencies in the voice frequency spec 
trum, thus causing additional discrimination in 
favor of the higher audio frequencies, which lat 
ter are required in obtaining a high degree of 
intelligibility of voice reproduction. It is obvious 
that a Special transducer having a diaphragm 
which is responsive to the higher audio fre 
quencies and relatively non-responsive to the 
low audio frequencies, which latter exist in the 
structure of the head, can also aid in increasing 
intelligibility of the voice signals. 

It may be seen from the drawing of Figure 2 
that the radio-telephone shown schematically in 
Figure 1 may be worn by an operator 3, the 
transducer 8 being in the form of an insert ear 
piece fitted into the ear of the user, and the com 
bined antenna and transducer cord 20, 2 extend. 
ing downward from the earpiece to the combined 
transmitter-receiver unit 32, which latter may be 
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carried in a pocket of the operator's clothing, as 
indicated, worn on a belt (not illustrated), or 
otherwise suitably suspended. The transmit 
receive switch 6 provides means for shifting the 
transceiver from the normal or receive, to the 
transmit position. 

In the diagram of Figure 3, the transducer 8, 
Similar to that shown in Fig. 1, is used in Con 
nection with wire telephone transmission, such 
as that employed in an aircraft. This type of 
embodiment includes a line amplifier 35, a cor 
rection filter 4, Similar to that shown in Fig 
Ure 1, in combination with a multi-contact Switch 
49, this switch providing means for shifting the 
equipment from the normal or receive position, 
to the talking or transmitting position. Trans 
ducer 8 functions alternatively as an earphone 
or a microphone, depending upon its connection 
through Switch 49 to the output circuit or input 
circuit, respectively, of amplifier 35, and is worn 
on the head of the user, as previously described. 
In the normal or receive position, movable arm 

36 of Switch 49 connects the transducer 8 to 
contact 3, which latter in turn connects to con 
tact 38 and thence through movable arm 39 to 
the output circuit of amplifier 35. The inter 
Communication circuit, or line, having terminals 
48, connects through line 4 to contact 42 and 
ground, and thence from contact 42 through 
movable arm 43 to the input circuit of amplifier : 
35, thereby completing the receiving circuit from 
line 4 to the transducer 8. In the embodiment 
shown in this figure, all circuits have a con 
mon ground connection, as indicated by conven 
tional symbols. 
When switch 49 is in the “press-to-talk' po 

sition, transducer 8 functions as a microphone, 
in the manner described in connection with Fig. 1. 
When switch 49 is in the above-mentioned posi 
tion, transducer 8 is connected through mov 
able arm 36 to lower contact 45, thence through 
the correction filter 4 to lower contact 4S, and 
throtigh novahe arm 43 to the input circuit of 
amplifier 35. The Oltput circuit of amplifier 35 
connects to movable arrn 39, of switch 49 and 
thence to lower contact 47, which latter connects 
as shown, to the inter-communication line 4 and 
terminas 48 Which latter can connect with a line 
extending to one or more inter-communication 
units of the type shown in Figure 3, or of other 
Suitahe types. 

In the same nanner as that described in Fig. 1, 
the transd11 cer 8 functions as a receiver ear 
phone when receiving, or as a microphone when 
taking, withott any need for the operator to ' 
hold a microphone to his mouth or to move the 
transducer 8 from ear to mouth, the correction 
high-pass filter f4 being used to overcome the 
obiectional Nireponderance of low frecuencies 
present in the bone structure of the head, when 
talking. Inasmuch as the transducer 8, when 
in the form of an insert earphone, is sensitive 
principally to voice energy transmitted through 
the bone structure of the head and passages of 
the ear, Such as the outer ear passage known as 
the external auditory means, and is relatively 
inSensitive to ambient noise originating outside 
of the head, a marked discrimination in favor 
of the operator's voice is obtained. The system 
is thus well-adapted for use in aircraft where 
high ambient noise levels are present. 

Figures 4A and 4B illustrate the CrOSS Section of 
a human ear and its adjacent area, and also show 
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for the dual purpose of transmitting and receiva 
ling. 

In Fig. 4A is shown the transducer 8 in posi 
tion to function as a microphone. The Soft rubber 
cushion 8A serves two purposes, first to provide 
confort and ease of Wearing for the operator, 
and Secondly, to effectively seal off and reject Sub 
Stantially all extraneous Sound Waves from sources 
external to the wearer's ear. The ear insert sec 
tion 8B, shown in simple form, may be of a size 
and shape to fit the individual ear. This insert 
piece provides a protective housing for the micro 
phone 8 diaphragm, and also contains an unob 
structed passageway or cavity, through which, 
Sound waves or vibrations, or the combination of 
both, may proceed, in order to exert a driving 
force upon the diaphragm of the microphone 8. 
This actuation of the microphone 8 is depend 

ent upon the Sum of various effects created in the 
ear and its Surrounding airea during the time when 
an individual is Speaking. There is utilized the 
combined effect of sound waves that are present 
in the internal auditory area, coupled with skull 
conduction vibrations, or pressures due to acous 
tic resonances, in order to take advantage of all 
media, for Sound transmission. 
The Sound travels in the direction of the trans 

ducer unit 8, as shown by arrows in Fig. 4A, and 
the consequent diaphragm displacement within 
transducer 8 results in the generation of an elec 
trical output, which latter is then fed through 
the twin conductors 2 to correction high pass fil 
ter 4, for low frequency attenuation. 

Fig. 4B represents the identical transducer f3 
unit Serving as a receiver earphone. Its opera 
tion in this case in no essential way deviates from 
that of the typical hearing aid phone, and its 
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constructional aspects are, in all respects, similar 
to hearing aid type reproducers. Audio frequency 
signal energy is applied to the conductOIS 2 of 
the earphone cord, which conductors are connect 
ed to the reproducing system of transducer 8, 
and the consequent Sound Waves are impressed 
upon the wearer's auditory nerves via the usual 
inter-aural acoustical path. The direction of 
sound travel is indicated by the arrow shown in 
Fig. 4B. 
The previously described methods of Sound pick 

up and reproduction, for use in conjunction with 
the portable tyo vay radiotelephone system, such 
as that shown and described in FigS. 1, 2 and 3, 
may also be practiced when using a bone conduc 
tion type transducer and suitable correction high 
pass filter, as previously mentioned. 
What is claimed as new and desired to Secure 

by Letters Patent of the United States, is: 
1. A combination transmitter-receiver, includ 

ing a transmitter proper, a receiver proper, a 
transducer adapted to be positioned adjacent the 
entrance of the ear of an operator, a cord alter 
natively leading low frequency energy to and from 
said transducer, a layer of relatively low dielec 
tric materia Surrotunding Said cord, a layer of 
conductive material embracing Said dielectric 
layer and functioning as antenna, means, Switch 
ing means connecting said transducer alter 
natively to the input of the transmitter proper 
and to the output of the receiver proper, said 
Switching means simultaneously connecting Said 
antenna, means alternatively to the output of the 
transmitter proper and to the input of the receiver 
proper, said combination also including speech 
frequency corrective means connected between 
said transducer and the input of Said transmitter 

the application of transducer unit 8 to the ear, 75 proper, whereby the distortion of acoustical en 
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ergy reaching Said transducer via the ear is con 
pensated. 

2. In a communication System of the type de 
scribed, including an earphone adapted to be situ 
ated at the entrance of the ear, a combination 
telephone cord and antenna, comprising a twin 
conductor extending to Said earphone and con 
ducting Speech frequency currents thereto and 
therefron, an antenna formed as a metallic cyl 
inder Surrounding and coaxial With the mean Cen 
tre of Said twin conductor, and an insulating mars 
terial of low dielectric constant substantially fiil 
ing the Space between said conductor and said 
antenna. 
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